8-IN-ONE WRENCH

STANDARD AND METRIC WRENCH TOOLS
PN 35775, 35776

Exceptional “Must Have” convenience tool for multiple markets including automotive, maintenance, farm equipment, DIY, home projects, sporting/recreational, all engine repair, electrical, plumbing, HVAC, bikes, motorcycles, and furniture assembly. Meets 150% ANSI specifications. Wrench engagement requires minimal clearance around the fastener. Limited Lifetime Warranty. PATENTED.

EIGHT POPULAR WRENCH SIZES IN ONE STRONG, PROFESSIONAL, COMPACT AND CONVENIENT TOOL!

SOLD IN A CONVENIENT 6 PIECE MERCHANDISING DISPLAY, 5" W X 6" D X 8" H

“12 POINT” DESIGN REQUIRES ONLY 30 DEGREE SWING ARC RE-ENGAGEMENT

ALLOWS LONG THREADED STUDS AND FASTENERS TO PASS THROUGH

METRIC WRENCH 35776
Weight: .55 lbs (.25 kg)
Easy carry / store
7-1/2" profile.
Sizes: 10mm, 11mm, 12mm, 13mm, 14mm, 15mm, 16mm, 17mm

SAE 8-IN-1 WRENCH 35775
Weight: .55 lbs (.25 kg)
Easy carry / store
7-1/2" profile.

www.KENTOOL.com
1-888-536-8665